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Articles 
 
 

Toponymy of the Rural Settlement Gnjili Potok 
 

Jelisavka Bulatović a , *, Goran Rajović b 

 
a Academy of Technical – Art Professional Studies, Serbia 
b Cherkas Global University, Washington, USA 

 
Abstract 
Local knowledge refers to the understandings, skills, and philosophies developed by societies 

with long histories of interaction with their environment. Place names (toponyms) can be considered 
an important mirror of the local knowledge and perceptions about the surrounding living space. 
A review of the geographical literature on toponyms, as emphasizes, highlighted several aspects of 

the study of toponyms – linguistic and five geographical (cartographic, political-geographical, 
historical-geographical, cultural-geographical, theoretical-methodological) – and two approaches in 
toponymic research as a means of identification, communication and orientation and as a source of 
research). It was noticed that toponyms are not recognized as a relevant research topic in the 
geography of our area, but also as a source of data in research. We notice that the treatment of 
toponyms has been improving in recent years. Therefore, we believe that in that context, our modest 
contribution will not be out of the question. Thus, in this paper, based on field research and 
literature, the toponymy of the rural settlement is presented Gnjili Potok. 

Keywords: Gnjili Potok, rural settlement, toponymy, research. 
 
1. Introduction 
Toponyms, also known as place names, are the names of certain geographical place (Chu et 

al., 2009) and represent a subjective interpretation of the living environment by the local 
inhabitants at the time of naming (Conedera et al, 2007). In this respect, three types of information 
can be extracted from toponyms: spatial locations, temporal information and landscape (Calvo-
Iglesias et al., 2012). Toponyms also remain relatively consistent over time, and many have 
survived transformations of the external environment (Rose-Redwood et al., 2010). This paper 
seeks to investigate the toponymy of the rural settlement of Gnjili Potok (municipality Andrijevica) 
from the perspective of onomastics and socio-linguistics. There has been no study of the toponymy 
of the considered geo-space, almost so far, except for partial data, which they presented in their 
monographic publications Rajović (1995) and Rajović and Rajović (2010) and a personal invitation 
for future researchers to look at this topic from a scientific and professional point of view. Thus, 
the authors of this text came up with the idea to present the mentioned scientific issues through 
field research. As Tentand and Blair (2011) point out, previous research on toponyms does not offer 
a single comprehensive, universal classification, nor does it propose a classification that applies to 
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all cultures, but nevertheless sets out several guidelines that should be considered in analysis, such 
as name, location, source of naming and linguistic elements (morphology, syntax and semantics). 
According to Basso (1990) „place names are arguably among the most highly charged and richly 
evocative of all linguistic symbols. Because of their inseparable connection to specific localities, 
place names may be used to summon forth an enormous range of mental and emotional 
associations – associations of time and space, of history and events, of persons and social activities, 
of oneself and stages in one’s life. And in their capacity to evoke, in their compact power to muster 
and consolidate so much of what a landscape may be taken to represent in both personal and 
cultural terms, place names acquire a functional value that easily matches their utility as 
instruments of reference“. Thus, we have adapted the "Toponymy of the rural settlement Gnjili 
Potok" for the needs of this research – using research: Cruse (2000); Anderson (2007), Riemer 
(2010), Tort and Reinoso (2014), Milenković and Stamenković (2019). 

 
2. Methodology 
The methodology of scientific research of toponyms is best developed in toponymy, 

a linguistic branch under the auspices of onomastics, a scientific discipline that deals with names. 
when geographical names are considered in a spatial context, especially when determining their 
connections to spatial functions, geographical research is of particular importance. Also, 
geographers, along with linguists, are indispensable when standardizing foreign geographical 
names in various geographical and geographic-cartographic publications (eg atlases) as well as in 
all other texts in which geographical names are used (Faričić, 2011). 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. Rural settlement Gnjili Potok on google map 
Source: Rural settlement..., 2020 

 
The core of the methodological procedure used in this research is the geographical (spatial) 

method and it included geo-space rural senttlament Gnjili Potok and environment (see Rajović, 
2009; Rajović, Bulatović, 2012; Rajović, Bulatović, 2013; Rajović, Bulatović, 2014; Rajović, 
Bulatović, 2015; Bulatović et al., 2019; Bulatović, Rajović, 2020). The method of observation was 
supposed to provide insight into the social environment, through direct observation with 
participation, as well as the creation or use of the following sources: oral, written and biographical 
(see Barma, Mitra, 2015; Verma, 2018; Bulatović et al., 2019; Bulatović, Rajović, 2020; Zhao et al., 
2020; Bulatović, Rajović, 2020; Bulatović, Rajović, 2021). 
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3. Results and discussion 
Place names have attracted the interest of many researchers in geography. For decades, 

geographers have been collecting and categorizing place names, studying their origins, and 
understanding their meanings (Wright, 1929; Zelinsky, 1997; Nash, 1999). As suggested by Carter 
and McKenzie (1987), place names transform space into knowledge that can be read. The social, 
cultural, and political implications of place names have been widely studied (Azaryahu, 1990). 
The naming of places, then, is not an isolated semiotic activity but rather a form of spatial 
inscription that has considerable material implications as one among many ‘apparatuses of identifi 
cation (Caplan, Torpey, 2001). Place names are also important in creating and maintaining 
emotional attachments to places, even in the face of physical alienation from these very same 
places (Kearney, Bradley, 2009). Associated intertextually with larger cultural narratives and 
stories, toponymic inscriptions serve as a ‘means of situating people in places’ and assisting the 
public in making moral and ethical judgments about themselves and others (see Carbaugh, 
Rudnick, 2006; Rose-Redwood, 2010). 

Very little literature is devoted to the classification of toponyms, especially that of toponym 
specifics. It is somewhat surprising that Kadmon (2000) eschews any attempt at developing or 
discussing an effective toponym typology. For the design of any effective typology, “to make 
available common standards for form and accuracy in the recording of placename information,” 
the Toponymy Interest Group of The American Name Society recommends that a clear distinction 
be made between required types of information and desired types. It identifies four types of 
information as required for placename studies: the name, the type of feature (i.e. toponym generic) 
its location, and the source of information (see Tenttand, Blair, 2011). 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. View of the northeastern part of the rural settlement Gnjila Potok - where they meet: nature 
and history, culture and art, value and tradition 

 
Toponyms conditioned by physical-geographical properties of soil – geographical names in 

toponymy: Gnjili Potok, Trešnjevik, Trešnjevička smail river (valley as a water flow and fields and 
meadows along it); Orničica, Radmilica, Radmilički Potok – Radmilički Stream; Bregovi (apelativ 
bank, which means elevated ground, the height of the lower hills and mountains, moved to 
mikrotoponim and became a proper name for fields and pastures. All such named sites are located 
on the hill – Brdo); Velja Dolina (the appellation of valleys, which means lowered soil between two 
elevations, with great length, has become a microtoponym and names fields that have such a soil 
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configuration and localities under forests and pastures with the same position); Dolovi – huge land 
holdings; Vrh iz Gaja – Summit from Gaja; Ravni Lom, Jame – Pits; Klisura – Gorge; Krš – Karst; 
Provalije – Chasm: Struge (a place recessed by the flow of water); Brnjovka, Butrinjak, Vranjak, 
Pelinovica, Jovovica, Osoja, Gvozda, Ljuban. The relief stratification of the rural settlement of 
Gnjili Potok is also reflected in the toponymy. It should be noted that the toponym Korito can be 
classified into two more categories, that is, toponyms that denote the shape and surface properties 
of the soil, as well as toponyms determined by the relation to other toponyms. 

 

 
 
Fig. 3. Mountain Ljuban – the place where man is closest to heaven (residents of the rural 
settlement Gnjili Potok also have the hereditary right to Katun Ljuban). 
(Kom Vasojevicki – view from Ljuban) (Simonović, 2016) 

 
Thus, toponyms motivated by the names of marshes belong to this group of toponyms: Bare 

– Swamp; Barice – Ponds; Barice Novovića – Ponds Novovića; Lugovi Rajovića – Alluvial plains 
Rajovića; Lugovi Novovića – Alluvial plains Novovića; Lugovi Labovića – Alluvial plains Labovića; 
Lugovi Milićevića – Alluvial plains Milićević; Luka Milićević (port floodplain land by the water), 
Otočić – water that appears periodically; Barake – flats made of planks. The second subgroup of 
toponyms consists of geographical names for karst terrains: Dolovi – land under beautiful 
meadows; Do – any depressions in the karst; Klanac, Klisura – Gorge; Krše Mićaševe – Stone 
Mićaševe; Litica – Cliff; Vala – Valley. 

Toponyms with regard to soil distribution, shape and appearance: Obod –Steep land; Kotlina 
– Basin; Krčevine – Cleared Forest; Korita – Troughs; Kuburka, Koševine – Mowed Meadows; 
Kopavine – land turned into agricultural; Kraj – Landscape; Krčevine, Luka – This is how the fields 
at the end of the river are named. Due to their position, they are very fertile; Kućište – according to 
the respondents, there were the first settlements in these localities; Lanište, Laščić – smail a 
meadow surrounded by forest; Laz – a meadow surrounded by forest; Lomovi Vukotića, Dragojevi 
Lomovi, Preslo – a valley between two hills; Prolaz – Passage; Prlog – the first houses were once 
inhabited in this place; Ravni Lom, Njive Đinovića – Fields Đinovića; Rudi Brijeg – Rudi Shorre; 
Zanosi – a place with strong gusts of wind; Trebljevine, Dobri rt – Nice land property of 
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exceptional quality; Žar – Embers; Izvor Perinka – Source Water Perinka; Izvor Novovića – Source 
Water Novovića; Osredak, Izvor Lomovi – Sourve Water Lomovi; Izvor Njive Đinovića – Source 
Water Fields Đinovića, Oldinjak, Јazbine (the name names the localities under fields, forests and 
pastures, and is motivated by the position and appearance of the soil. The ground was lowered, and 
the terrain was intersected by numerous depressions, holes, burrows, which, according to the 
locals, were dug by badgers). Toponyms belonging to this group are most often created by 
metaphorization. Part of the toponyms was created by metaphorizing the names for body parts, 
part of the objects that are in everyday use.  

 

 
 
Fig. 4. Njive Đinovića (Fields Đinovića) – Did the ancient peoples live here?(see Bulatović, 
Rajović, 2021; Bulatović, Rajović, 2020). 

 
Toponyms belonging to this group often illustrate the morphological appearance of the soil 

(Kulino Prlo – rocky terrain; Gropa – collected stones; Obod – the outer part of the hill, Zaoglina – 
land in the form of a circular flow; Kamenjari – fields where nothing grows); Strane Novovića – 
Parties Novovića.Toponyms related to soil composition and characteristics: Gnjilišta – bays with 
fertile land; Ilovača – clay; Kamenje – blocks of stone, Ploče – rocks. Мajdan (a site where there is 
a rich deposit of building stone). Toponyms according to plant names: Bor – Pine; Jele – Dishes; 
Jelar – land under a fir forest; Jove Alder; Jagodnjak – land holding under strawberries; Velja 
Bukva – Big Beech; Crešnje – the name is motivated by cherry; Trešnje – Cherries; Lučica – land 
overgrown with pine; Ljišnjak – Hazelnuts; Divljaka – Wild Apple; Kruševi Lazi, Trnovi – land 
under the thorn; Paprat – Fern; Dumače – land under ferns; Divljaka – Wild Pear; Brstov do – 
land under willow and poplar... Žuti Jablan na Ljubanu – Trollius europaeus, one of the most 
beautiful flowers of high mountains, which is sung in folk songs, grows on Ljuban. Toponyms 
according to animal names: Stražarica, Tatarka, Žunjaci – woodpecker habitat; Orlice – eagle 
habitat; Vučji Kamen (According to the locals, there used to be a dense forest here where wolves 
multiplied. Today, there are fields and meadows on this slightly elevated site). Toponyms according 
to the names of animals usually have a protective meaning, and in the rural settlement of Gnjili 
Potok the most common zoonyms are motivated by the names of birds. High and steep peaks are 
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very often motivated by the appellation eagle. Toponyms with explicit reference to animal and 
plants were given according to what people used to see in their everyday life, thus names can be 
considered indicators of the former presence of certain species (Aybes, Yalden 1995; Boisseau, 
Yalden 1998; Gruezo, 1999; Hough, 2008). The toponyms referring to nature are labelled as 
phyto–toponyms, when they refer to plants, and zoo-toponyms in the case of animals. Plant 
common names used in toponyms depict also the usage of the species as food, medicine, fabric or 
for other activities (Gruezo, 1999; Fagúndez, Izco, 2016). Place names related to nature are not only 
a legacy of the former presence of species, but also provide insights about the traditional usage and 
interaction with the environment. 
 

 
 
Fig. 5. Locations (Toponyms) that he is proud of, clean air that abounds – make the southeastern 
part of the rural settlement Gnjili Potok a unique ecological point and a kind of oasis of nature 

 
Toponyms created under the influence of human labor. Cultural – historical toponyms: 

Banjišor, Bulac, Gvozda, Macurski Put – Macurski road; Dukovka, Tatarka, Krkline, Zaoglina, 
Latinski Krš – Latinski Stone; Rutinka, Perinka, Radmilica. If we carefully analyze these toponyms, 
according to Rajović (1995), we can assume that ancient peoples from the Greek, Roman and Slavic 
periods lived here, until today. Toponyms as a reflection of economic activity of the population: 
Gomilice – Smail piles; Kaldrme – stone road; Krivi puti – Winding paths; Krstače – intersections; 
Lazi, Medenjak, Međe – borders; Dzada – road; Katunište, Močnjak, Plandišta – shade for 
livestock; Solila – a place where cattle are salted; Katuni, Torovi – cattle pen; Utrine – land left for 
cattle grazing. The population of the rural settlement of Gnjilo Potok was mainly engaged in 
agriculture and animal husbandry, and this left its mark on toponymy. Especially interesting 
apelativ Plana – pasture (preserved in the toponym Plandišta), Јаз – appellation gap "drainage 
channel". „Livestock "are toponyms“: Torovi – cattle pen; Solila – places where cattle salt. 
Possession boundaries are indicated by micro – toponyms: Granice – borders; Medenjak and Međe 
– borders. Toponyms Podovi means – gardens on several new ones, and toponyms that contain an 
appellation Babovina refer to arable land, something similar to floors. Pojište (the microtoponym is 
motivated by the verb pojiti and thus means the places where shepherds once watered cattle), 
Appellate Gomilica means the collected stones formed by clearing the soil. Krčevina denotes the 
appellation lazina, while based on toponyms Garevine we learn that once fertile areas were 
obtained by burning (Paljić), Кolibište (the names indicate the places where the huts were, i.e. they 
are motivated by the appellation of the huts "simple, temporary shelter, residence, house ..., usually 
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of weaker material – planks)“. Gumno ( the names are motivated by an appellation, without 
parallels in the Baltic group and in other languages: gumno „flat place on hard grassy soil, where 
very grain”); Toponyms as a reflection of social and spiritual life: Latinsko cemetery on site 
Orničice according to Rajović (1995) it is a cemetery of Romanized Illyrians – Ancient Greeks. 
Based on the oral tradition, the above – mentioned author emphasizes that at the following sites: 
Mićino Gumno, Dukovka, Garevine Rajovića and Garevine Novovića, Pridori Arsovića, Foothills 
and Peaks Trešnjevika, there were graves of Serbian soldiers from the First World War (1914–
1918), mostly invisible today. At the site Đolevac remains were found Đola (son of the founder 
Rajovića – Raja), when building a road across Trešnjevika. On Javorovom Brdu – there was a 
"cemetery" where mostly captured soldiers were buried, most of whom were Russian soldiers 
(Austro – Hungarian army camp). Lakov grave on Trešnjeviku.  

Toponyms of anthroponymic origin: Rudi brijeg – Rudi shore; Rastok, Razdolje, Pridor, 
Paložak, Parlog, Preslo, Prijevori, Laz – meadow surrounded by forest; Lazi – a larger meadow 
surrounded by forest; Laščić – a small meadow surrounded by forest; Lisačka gora – Lisačka forest. 
Of the toponyms motivated by folk names, I emphasize micro – toponyms: Brijeg Radošev (Radoš) 
Shore Radošev; Brdo Rajovo (Hill founder Rajovića Rajo) – Hill Rajovo; Luka Rajova (Port founder 
Rajovića – Rajo) – Port Rajova; Perinka Dragojeva (Dragoje Krstov Rajović), Đolevac (Đole Rajov 
Rajović), Kagina Ornica (Kaga) – Kagina Lair; Milo Do (Milo Martinović) – Milov Landscape; 
Rajova Rijeka (Rajo – founder Rajovića) – Rajova River; Mićino Gumno (Mića) – Mićino flat place 
on hard grassy soil; Marino Počivalo (Mara) – Marino break; Markovac ( Marko Labović), Vujovka 
( Vujo), Antovac ( Anto Boža Rajova), Bakin Potok (Baka) – Bakin Stream; Vasovka (Vaso). Most of 
the toponyms of anthroponymic origin contain the surname of the owner of the land. Thus, with 
the help of them, we find out which genera inhabited or are still inhabiting the rural settlement of 
Gnjili Potok (Rajovići, Vukići, Arsovići, Milićevići, Labovići), but we also learn what the genera of 
recent times are ( Kastratović, Šekler). Toponyms created with the suffix – in a denote abandoned 
enclosures: Zaoglina, Paljine, Kopavine, Krčevine. Some toponyms are motivated by the nickname: 
Reljino Katunište (Relja) – Katun Reljin; Cubina Bara (Cuba – Vasilije son of the founder Rajovića 
– Rajo) – Cubina Swamp; Tokove Ornice (Toko) – Tokov Lair; Đošovka (Milija – Đošo Labović), 
Kulino Prlo (Kule) – Kulino Steep Land. Relative toponyms: Malo lanište – Small plots of land;  
Donje gumno – Lower flat place on hard grassy soil; Duboka dolina – Deep valley; Ispod Rupe – 
Under the Hole; Ograđenica – the name was created by the toponymization of the appellation 
fences ‘land property which is fenced on all sides, fenced and thus separated from the neighboring 
land property; Mala Livadica – Small Meadow. 

This group includes toponyms that are determined by the surrounding objects and other 
toponyms. Most often, this relationship is expressed by antonymous adjectives (small – large, 
lower – upper), but also by affixes, prepositions (Under Glavicom). 

Toponyms of unclear motivation: Sjedivrana – Sitting Crow; Ćosak – quoin; Stranica (Fields, 
forests and pastures are named after him. The motivation for such an appointment lies in the 
natural position of these buildings. They are located on one side of a hill); Rutinka (rut – peace); 
Vir (the name is derived from the appellation vir "a depression in the ground in which water is 
retained after precipitation"); Mobari – An old custom of helping each other in rural households. 
Hydronymic appellations and names for swamps are preserved in the hydronyms Lokva – a hollow 
in the ground filled with water, Rastok – a place where water splits), Slap – the slope of the 
riverbed in which the water falls, Toponym Zalogajnica means resting place for shepherds, but it is 
assumed that it is motivated by the appellation lug – a wet place next to the water (see Bulatović, 
Rajović, 2020; Bulatović, Rajović, 2021). 

 
4. Conclusion 
The function of toponyms was taken over by various geographical terms (for relief, 

hydrographic, oceanographic and other forms), names of plants and animals, names of ethnic 
groups, names of owners or persons connected in various ways with the corresponding object in 
space, prominent real or imaginary (mythological) events but also various other contents from 
material and spiritual culture (Faričić, 2011). 

Old World toponymy inclines to concentrate more on intensive research with the emphasis 
being on the etymology and meaning of toponyms (Coates, 2013). However, most of the wh-
questions of intensive toponymy cannot be answered because most toponyms are so ancient that 
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information on their origins no longer exists. In the New World, on the other hand, more                       
wh-questions can be answered because many of original documents and records relating to the 
naming of places are still extant (see Tent, 2015; Qian et al., 2016). 

Our research records based on similar research by Ivšić (2014) indicate that predial 
toponyms enter the pre-slavic layer of Slavic toponymy. Before – Slavic, those toponyms originated 
in Montenegro, before the arrival of the Slavs, and the surest criterion for their recognition is the 
testimony in ancient sources (sources originated before the arrival of the Slavs). Pre-slavic 
toponyms according to Ivšić (2014) can be linguistically and chronologically classified into Roman, 
Greek, Celtic, Illyrian ... layer. The pre-slavic layer in the toponymy of Montenegro is very diverse, 
toponyms differ in it by linguistic origin, in chronology, way of origin, and most of all by the 
knowledge of each individual toponym (see Perdana, Ostermann, 2018; Krejčí, 2018; Rönneberg et 
al., 2019). 

There is a lot of speculation about pre-slavic toponyms – etymological, palaeographic, but 
also historical – which should be taken into account in any research of pre-slavic toponyms. Either 
way he concludes Rajović (1995) the absolute majority of toponyms belong to the Slavic linguistic 
feature, i.e. the Serbian language (see Loma, 2015). No toponyms: Banjišor, Bulac, Gropa, Gvozda, 
Macurski put, Dukovka, Pridor, Tatarka, Krkline, Zaoglina, Latinski krš, Rutinka, Perinka... which 
belong to pre-slavic toponyms. According to the field research of the authors of this paper, we come 
to the toponyms, which have survived from the period of Turkish rule: Majdan (tur. maden ore), 
Jaruga (tur. yarug a large pit, a crevice, a small valley), Jarak (tur. yarık crack; trench, canal), Čair 
(tr. çayır meadow) Budžak (tr. bucak corner, remote place)... (see Duran, 2017; Barbaresi, 2018). 
Generally speaking as they emphasize Capar et al. (2016), the research shows that toponymy 
cannot be intended merely as a contextual geographic practice aiming to attribute a specific place 
name to a predefined geographical space. During the Anthropocene period, the influence of human 
activities on toponymy has been so intensive that many place names are now coined to mainly 
indicate the “artificial” man-made features of an intensively anthropized environment. Such 
“technogenic toponyms” could represent the “written witness” of the Anthropocene during 
subsequent eras. 

The results we have presented in this paper "Toponymy of the rural settlement Gnjili Potok", 
represent a modest contribution to the study of the "phenomenon of toponymy". On this occasion, 
we announced only a small number of research facts and conclusions, which we came to by 
reviewing field research and reviewing the literature. Citing research Tent and Slatyer (2005). Tent 
(2015) emphasizes that placenames are: reminders of who we are, and whence we came, and are a 
rich source of information about a region’s history. [They] also form an integral part of a nation’s 
cultural and linguistic heritage, [...] [and] in many regions, they reveal the chronology of 
exploration and settlement (see Deepadung, 2003; Nurhayati, 2018; Felecan, Felecan, 2019). 
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Abstract 
The article describes a specific canonical form of IS-LM model under Inflation Targeting. 

Throughout last two decades, economy of Republic of Moldova has gone through recurrent periods 
of boom and bust. This is the fascinating phenomenon of business cycles and economic 
fluctuations. Although long periods of high economic growth have sometimes led people to believe 
that the business cycle was dead, statistical data show that it is still alive and well: economic 
activity continues to fluctuate in an irregular cyclical manner around its long-run growth trend. 
and at the start of the present decade the growth rate of real GDP per capita turned negative in all 
of the three largest OECD economies. A fundamental challenge for macroeconomic theory is to 
explain why the economy goes through these cyclical movements rather than evolving smoothly 
over time. 

The two previous years of COVID-19 implications derived the capitalist market economies of 
the world through recurrent periods of boom and bust. This is the fascinating phenomenon of 
business cycles: economic activity continues to fluctuate in an irregular cyclical manner around its 
long-run growth trend and at the start of the present decade the growth rate of real GDP per capita 
turned negative in all of the three largest Eastern European Economies. We concludes that that 
numerous disarrays identifying with the arrangement of strategies utilized by Monetary Policy in a 
specific space of study financial variables and parameters can reconsider anticipated time-
arrangement and/or uncertainty in terms of model errors. 

Keywords: IS-LM model, stochastic dynamic general equilibrium (SDGE), prices, business 
fluctuations and cycles, prediction and forecasting methods. 

 
1 Introduction 
Economic activity today depends crucially on expected economic conditions tomorrow. 

A drop in the economy's expected future growth rate will tend to reduce the propensities to 
consume and invest by reducing the expected future earnings of households and firms. Hence the 
aggregate demand curve will shift down, causing an immediate fall in current output. As another 
example, a change in the expected rate of inflation will shift the aggregate supply curve by feeding 
into the nominal wages negotiated by workers and firms. It may also move the aggregate demand 
curve through its impact on the expected real rate of interest. The expected inflation rate is thus an 
important determinant of current economic activity. Conventional macroeconomic models often 
assume that the expected future values of economic variables depend only on the past history of 
those variables. Indeed, we postulate that the expected inflation rate for the current period is 
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simply equal to the actual inflation rate experienced in the previous period. The assumption of 
backward-looking expectations may be plausible in 'quiet' times when the macroeconomy is not 
subject to significant shocks. When people have no particular reason to believe that the tightness of 
labour and product markets next year will be much different from what it is today, it seems 
reasonable for them to assume that at next year's inflation rate will be more or less the same as this 
year's. However, if the economy is hit by an obvious and visible shock such as a dramatic change in 
the price of imported oil or if there is a clear change in the economic policy regime, say, due to a 
change of government it does not seem rational for people to assume that next year's economic 
environment will be the same as this year's.  

The focal inspiration of our hypothetical observational investigation emerges from the 
craving for better understanding the varieties of the drawn out monetary development, with 
regards to the high-innovation organizations that focus on the little and medium-sized endeavors 
in our country. The primary commitment of the investigation is that it clarifies why models 
dependent on endogenous development, change of elements, discernment in business, probability 
of advancement can change the saving rates and in this way increment the potential outcomes of 
the creation, joined by the improvement of new example — the specialty of contributing and 
creating inside innovation development (R&D) area. The IS-LM model begin from the theory of the 
presence the inconsistency between the monetary development rates measurably enrolled not just 
in the European territorial setting, yet in addition in the particular instance of the economy of the 
Republic of Moldova. Schumpeterian thinking from a European point of view, has a solid likeness 
to the action of (Bronwyn, Ziedonis, 2001) when it connected monetary advancement with the 
social-financial setting of the locales. As the financial settings are distinctive for the situation of the 
Republic of Moldova, it is basic to consider the relative point of view. Notwithstanding, we consider 
that the model in its methodology, can discover its starting point of motivation inside the Anglo-
Saxon and the Nippon-Rhine approach. In the event that we restrict ourselves to the traditional 
definition, advancement follows the hypothetical meaning of development as advancement in 
organization the executives (for instance, Heilbroner, 1984) and authoritative advancement 
(Hammond, 1984), are expressly avoided with regards to the condition. In any case, it ought to be 
referenced that development measures are normal for enormous organizations, where the first 
three theories are drawn, to be specific:  

 huge firms are more fit than more modest firms of creating routine development by 
catching economies of scale.  

 little firms assume a definitive part in making a monopolistic rivalry.  

 the more noteworthy, the market power is, the more prominent motivator to be occupied 
with development, due to the chance of bringing down costs 

Our analysis of macroeconomic fluctuations has developed two very incomplete pieces. 
We consider a full intertemporal macroeconomic model built from microeconomic foundations 
with explicit assumptions about the behavior of the underlying shocks and inflation targeting 
mechanism. The model generated quantitative predictions about fluctuations, and is therefore an 
example of a quantitative dynamic stochastic general-equilibrium, or DSGE, model. The problem is 
that, the model appears to be an empirical failure. For example, it rests on large aggregate 
technology shocks for which there is little evidence; its predictions about the effects of technology 
shocks and about business-cycle dynamics appear to be far from what we observe; and it implies 
that monetary disturbances do not have real effects. To address the real effects of monetary shocks, 
we introduce nominal rigidity and intertemporal assumption. It established that barriers to price 
adjustment and other nominal frictions can cause monetary changes to have real effects, analyzed 
some of the determinants of the magnitude of those effects, and showed how nominal rigidity has 
important implications for the impacts of other disturbances. But it did so at the cost of 
abandoning most of the richness of the model developed by Hicks in 1936. His models are largely 
static models with one-time shocks; and to the extent their focus is on quantitative predictions at 
all, it is only on addressing broad questions, notably whether plausibly small barriers to price 
adjustment can lead to plausibly large effects of monetary disturbances.  Our ultimate goal is to 
build a model of fluctuations that combines the strengths of the models in a New Keynesian 
perspective. The fundamental problem is that there is no agreement about what such a model 
should look like. As we will see near the end of the paper, the closest thing we have to a consensus 
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starting point for a micro founded DSGE model with nominal rigidity and inflation targeting has 
core implications that appear to be grossly counterfactual. There are two possible ways to address 
this problem. One is to modify the baseline model. But a vast array of modifications and extensions 
have been proposed, the extended models are often quite complicated, and there is a wide range of 
views about which modifications are most useful for understanding macroeconomic fluctuations. 
The other possibility is to find a different baseline. But that is just a research idea, not a concrete 
proposal for a model. Because of these challenges, this paper moves us only partway toward 
constructing a realistic DSGE model of fluctuations in the context of IS-LM framework.  

 
2. Discussion and results 
Over the whole of the modern era, cross-country income differences have widened on 

average. The fact that average incomes in the richest countries at the beginning of the Industrial 
Revolution were not far above subsistence means that the overall dispersion of average incomes 
across different parts of the world must have been much smaller than it is today (Pritchett, 1997). 
Over the past four decades (1990-2020), however, there has been no strong tendency either toward 
continued divergence or toward convergence. Over the past few centuries, standards of living in 
industrialized countries have reached levels almost unimaginable to our ancestors. Although 
comparisons are difficult, the best available evidence suggests that average real incomes today in 
the Republic of Moldova are 3 times times larger than 20 years ago (See Figure 6 in Appendix III), 
and between 1.5 times larger than 1990.*  

In many situations, we are interested in the proximate determinants of growth. That is, 
we often want to know how much of growth over some period is due to increases in various factors 
of production, and how much stems from other forces. Growth accounting, which was pioneered by 
Abramovitz (1956) and Solow (1957), provides a way of tackling this subject. Perhaps the most 
exciting recent uses of growth-accounting-style techniques, however, involve their application to 
microeconomic data to shed light on macroeconomic questions. For example, an extremely 
influential contribution by Hsieh and Klenow (2009) applies growth-accounting techniques at the 
firm level to study the importance of misallocation of inputs across firms to low overall productivity 
in China and India (see also Restuccia, Rogerson, 2008). Hsieh and Klenow first estimate dispersions 
across manufacturing plants in the value of the marginal products of labor and capital. They then 
combine model-based and growth-accounting-style analyses to estimate how much overall productivity 
would rise if inputs were allocated more efficiently. They recognize that complete equalization of 
estimated marginal products is not realistic, both because there are frictions even in well-functioning 
economies and because their estimates of marginal products are surely imprecise. They therefore 
consider the effects of reallocations that would reduce the estimated dispersion in marginal products in 
China and India to the U.S. level. They find that such reallocations would raise overall productivity in 
manufacturing in those countries by roughly 50 percent only a small part of the overall difference 
between poor and rich countries, but still very substantial. 

Modern economies undergo significant short-run variations in aggregate output and 
employment. At some times, output and employment are falling and unemployment is rising; 
at others, output and employment are rising rapidly and unemployment is falling. For example, the 
Moldova economy underwent a severe contraction in 2007 2009 an episode known as the Great 
Recession. From the fourth quarter of 2007 to the second quarter of 2009, real GDP fell 6.0 
percent, the fraction of the adult population employed fell by 3.2 percentage points, and the 
unemployment rate rose from 4.0 to 6.4 percent. In contrast, over the previous 5 years (that is, 
from the fourth quarter of 2002 to the fourth quarter of 2007), real GDP rose at an average annual 
rate of 6.2 percent, the fraction of the adult population employed rose by 0.3 percentage points, 
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and the unemployment rate fell from 8.0 to 5.1 percent. Understanding the causes of aggregate 
fluctuations is a central goal of macroeconomics.  

It is natural to begin our study of aggregate fluctuations by asking whether they can be 
understood using a Walrasian model that is, a competitive model without any externalities, 
asymmetric information, missing markets, or other imperfections. If they can, then the analysis of 
fluctuations may not require any fundamental departure from conventional microeconomic 
analysis. The Ramsey model (1928) is the natural Walrasian baseline model of the aggregate 
economy: the model excludes not only market imperfections, but also all issues raised by 
heterogeneity among households. This chapter is therefore devoted to extending a variant of the 
Ramsey model to incorporate aggregate fluctuations. This requires modifying the model in two 
ways. First, there must be a source of disturbances: without shocks, a Ramsey economy converges 
to a balanced growth path and then grows smoothly. The classic early models of aggregate 
fluctuations in Walrasian economies focus on shocks to the economy’s technology that is, changes 
in the production function from period to period (Kydland, Prescott, 1982; Long, Plosser, 1983; 
Prescott, 1986). But subsequent work considers a range of other shocks. Among the most 
prominent are changes in government purchases (Aiyagari et al., 1992; Baxter, King, 1993; 
Christiano, Eichenbaum, 1992) news about future changes in the economy’s technology (Beaudry, 
Portier, 2004, 2006; Jaimovich, Rebelo, 2009; Alexopoulos, 2011) and shocks to the technology for 
producing investment goods (Greenwood et al., 1988; Hornstein, Krusell, 1996). All these types of 
shocks represent real as opposed to monetary, or nominal disturbances: technology shocks change 
the amount that is produced from a given quantity of inputs; government-purchases shocks change 
the quantity of goods available to the private economy for a given level of production; and so on. 
For this reason, the models are known as real-business-cycle (or RBC) models. The second change 
that is needed to the Ramsey model is to allow for variations in employment. In all the models we 
have seen, labor supply is exogenous and either constant or growing smoothly. Real-business-cycle 
theory focuses on the question of whether a Walrasian model provides a good description of the 
main features of observed fluctuations. The models therefore allow for changes in employment by 
making households’ utility depend not just on their consumption but also on the amount they work; 
employment is then determined by the intersection of labor supply and labor demand. Although a 
purely Walrasian model is the natural starting point for studying macroeconomic fluctuations, we will 
see that the real-business-cycle models of this chapter do a poor job of explaining actual fluctuations. 
Thus we will need to move beyond them. At the same time, however, what these models are trying to 
accomplish remains the ultimate goal of business-cycle research: building a general-equilibrium model 
from microeconomic foundations and a specification of the underlying shocks that explains, both 
qualitatively and quantitatively, the main features of macroeconomic fluctuations. Thus the models of 
this chapter do not just allow us to explore how far we can get in understanding fluctuations with purely 
Walrasian models; they also illustrate the type of analysis that is the goal of business-cycle research. 
Fully specified general-equilibrium models of fluctuations are known as dynamic stochastic general-
equilibrium (or DSGE) models. When they are quantitative and use additional evidence to choose 
parameter values and properties of the shocks, they are calibrated DSGE models. 

A very different approach to testing whether monetary shocks have real effects stems from 
the work of Friedman and Schwartz (1963). Friedman and Schwartz undertake a careful historical 
analysis of the sources of movements in the money stock in the United States from the end of the 
Civil War to 1960. On the basis of this analysis, they argue that many of the movements in money, 
especially the largest ones, were mainly the result of developments in the monetary sector of the 
economy rather than the response of the money stock to real developments. Friedman and 
Schwartz demonstrate that these monetary movements were followed by output movements in the 
same direction. Thus, Friedman and Schwartz conclude, unless the money-output relationship in 
these episodes is an extraordinary fluke, it must reflect causation running from money to output. 
C. Romer and D. Romer (1989) provide additional evidence along the same lines. They search the 
records of the Federal Reserve for the postwar period for evidence of policy shifts designed to lower 
inflation that were not motivated by developments on the real side of the economy. They identify 
six such shifts, and find that all of them were followed by recessions. One example is the Volcker 
disinflation. In October 1979, shortly after Paul Volcker became chair of the Federal Reserve, 
the Federal Reserve tightened monetary policy dramatically. The change appears to have been 
motivated by a desire to reduce inflation, and not by the presence of other forces that would have 
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caused output to de-cline in any event. Yet it was followed by one of the largest recessions in 
postwar U.S. history. 

Framework 
British economist John Hicks first introduced the IS-LM model in 1936, just a few months 

after fellow British economist John Maynard Keynes published "The General Theory of 
Employment, Interest, and Money". Hicks's model served as a formalized graphical representation 
of Keynes's theories, though it is used mainly as a heuristic device today. The IS-LM model, which 
stands for "investment-savings" (IS) and "liquidity preference-money supply" (LM) is a Keynesian 
macroeconomic model that shows how the market for economic goods (IS) interacts with the 
loanable funds market (LM) or money market. It is represented as a graph in which the IS and LM 
curves intersect to show the short-run equilibrium between interest rates and output.  

Characteristics of the IS-LM framework 

 The IS-LM model describes how aggregate markets for real goods and financial markets 
interact to balance the rate of interest and total output in the macroeconomy. 

 IS-LM stands for "investment savings-liquidity preference-money supply." 

 The model was devised as a formal graphic representation of a principle of Keynesian 
economic theory. 

 On the IS-LM graph, "IS" represents one curve while "LM" represents another curve. 

 IS-LM can be used to describe how changes in market preferences alter the equilibrium 
levels of gross domestic product (GDP) and market interest rates. 

 The IS-LM model lacks the precision and realism to be a useful prescription tool for 
economic policy. 

 
Characteristics of the IS-LM Graph 

 The three critical exogenous, i.e. external, variables in the IS-LM model are liquidity, 
investment, and consumption. According to the theory, liquidity is determined by the size and 
velocity of the money supply. The levels of investment and consumption are determined by the 
marginal decisions of individual actors. 

 The IS-LM graph examines the relationship between output, or gross domestic product 
(GDP), and interest rates. The entire economy is boiled down to just two markets, output and 
money; and their respective supply and demand characteristics push the economy towards an 
equilibrium point. 

 The IS-LM graph consists of two curves, IS and LM. Gross domestic product (GDP), or (Y), 
is placed on the horizontal axis, increasing to the right. The interest rate, or (i or R), makes up the 
vertical axis. 

 The IS curve depicts the set of all levels of interest rates and output (GDP) at which total 
investment (I) equals total saving (S). At lower interest rates, investment is higher, which translates 
into more total output (GDP), so the IS curve slopes downward and to the right. 

 The LM curve depicts the set of all levels of income (GDP) and interest rates at which 
money supply equals money (liquidity) demand. The LM curve slopes upward because higher levels 
of income (GDP) induce increased demand to hold money balances for transactions, which 
requires a higher interest rate to keep money supply and liquidity demand in equilibrium. 

 The intersection of the IS and LM curves shows the equilibrium point of interest rates and 
output when money markets and the real economy are in balance. Multiple scenarios or points in 
time may be represented by adding additional IS and LM curves. 

 In some versions of the graph, curves display limited convexity or concavity. Shifts in the 
position and shape of the IS and LM curves, representing changing preferences for liquidity, 
investment, and consumption, alter the equilibrium levels of income and interest rates. 

Before starting to make economic modeling, we will try to assume a few facts about the 
limitations of the IS-LM model. Many economists, including many Keynesians, object to the IS-LM 
model for its simplistic and unrealistic assumptions about the macroeconomy. In fact, Hicks later 
admitted that the model's flaws were fatal, and it was probably best used as "a classroom gadget, to 
be superseded, later on, by something better." Subsequent revisions have taken place for so-called 
"new" or "optimized" IS-LM frameworks. The model is a limited policy tool, as it cannot explain 
how tax or spending policies should be formulated with any specificity. This significantly limits its 
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functional appeal. It has very little to say about inflation, rational expectations, or international 
markets, although later models do attempt to incorporate these ideas. The model also ignores the 
formation of capital and labor productivity. 

Limitations of the IS-LM model 

 Definition of IS-LM model is elusive - IS-LM model means something different for Balance 
of Payments 

 IS-LM model is often inadequate 

 IS-LM model can be non-linear and difficult to capture 

 This makes it difficult to standardize data or use data in a systematic, consistent, 
continuous manner 

Assumptions and Research questions 
A fundamental challenge for macroeconomic theory is to explain why the economy goes 

through these cyclical movements rather than evolving smoothly over time. In short, this 
phenomenon raises two basic questions: 

1. Why do movements in economic activity display persistence? 
2. Why do these movements tend to follow a cyclical pattern? 
Social infrastructure raises a host of issues: 
1. Why should society be concerned about the variability and not just the average values of 

output and inflation? 
2. Should output really be stabilized around its trend level regardless of the type of shocks 

hitting the economy? 
3. What is the appropriate target level of inflation? 
4. Will a macroeconomic policy which reduces the variance of output also reduce 
 
Building a Dynamic New Keynesian IS-LM Model 
The next step in constructing a complete model of fluctuations is to integrate a model of 

dynamic price adjustment into a larger model of the economy. Given the wide range of models of 
pricing behavior we have seen, it is not possible to single out one approach as the obvious starting 
point. Moreover, dynamic general-equilibrium models with the behavior of inflation built up from 
microeconomic foundations quickly become complicated. In this section, we therefore consider to 
build the New Keynesian IS-LM model. 

In constructing a complete model of fluctuations (DSGE) we will integrate a model of 
dynamic price adjustment into a larger model of the economy. In this sense, the balance of the 
economy can be dynamic if and only if, it is able to adjust effectively and withstand shocks as a 
result of fiscal reform, monetary reform, competitive reform, energy reform, industrial reform, 
whatever be it, without causing significant damage to the real economy. This definition nuances 
economic and dynamic balance as the ability of the economic system to respond to fluctuations and 
shocks. The dynamic general equilibrium (EGE) and the stochastic component (S) would represent 
the system's ability to assess, establish inflation, and manage full employment, in fact more than 
endogenous economic growth. Given the wide range of models of pricing behavior we have seen, 
it is not possible to single out one approach as the obvious starting point. Moreover, dynamic 
general-equilibrium models with the behavior of inflation built up from microeconomic 
foundations quickly become complicated. In this section, we therefore consider only an illustrative, 
relatively simple general-equilibrium model. 

The specific model we consider is the canonical three-equation new Keynesian model of 
Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (2000). The price-adjustment equation is the new Keynesian Phillips 
curve. This treatment of price adjustment has two main strengths. The first is its strong 
microeconomic foundations: it comes directly from an assumption of infrequent adjustment of 
nominal prices. The other is its comparative simplicity: inflation depends only on expected future 
inflation and current output, with no role for past inflation or for more complicated dynamics. 
The aggregate-demand equation of the model is the new Keynesian IS curve. The final equation 
describes monetary policy. So far, because our goal has been to shed light on the basic implications 
of various assumptions concerning price adjustment, we have considered only simple paths of the 
money supply (or aggregate demand). To build a model that is more useful for analyzing actual 
macroeconomic fluctuations, however, we need to assume that the central bank follows a rule for 
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the interest rate. In particular, in keeping with the forward-looking character of the new Keynesian 
Phillips curve and the new Keynesian IS curve, we assume the central bank follows a forward-
looking interest-rate rule, adjusting the interest rate in response to changes in expected future 
inflation and output. The other ingredient of the model is its shocks: it includes serially correlated 
disturbances to all three equations. This allows us to analyze disturbances to private aggregate 
demand, price-setting behavior, and monetary policy. Finally, for convenience, all the equations 
are linear and the constant terms are set to zero. Thus the variables should be interpreted as 
departures from their steady-state or trend values. 

The three core equations are: 

(1) 

                                                                                    (2) 

= + + ,                                                                       (3) 

Equation (1) is the new Keynesian IS curve, (2) is the new Keynesian Phillips curve, and (3) is 
the forward-looking interest-rate rule. The shocks follow independent AR-1 processes: 

                                                                                                 (4) 

=                                                                                                         (5) 

=                                                                                             (6) 

where  are white-noise disturbances that are uncorrelated with one another. 
The model is obviously extremely stylized. To give just a few examples, all behavior is 

forward-looking; the dynamics of inflation and aggregate demand are very simple; and the new 
Keynesian Phillips curve is assumed to describe inflation dynamics despite its poor empirical 
performance. Nonetheless, because its core ingredients are so simple and have such appealing 
microeconomic foundations, the model is a key reference point in modern models of fluctuations. 
The model and variants of it are frequently used, and it has been modified and extended in many 
ways. The presence of the forward-looking elements implies that for some parameter values, 
the model has sunspot solutions.  

The first step in solving the model is to express output and inflation in terms of their 
expected future values and the disturbances. Applying straightforward algebra to (1) (2) gives us 

=-   + (1- ) + -                                                          (7) 

=-   + (1- ) + -                               (8) 

An important and instructive special case of the model occurs when there is no serial 
correlation in the disturbances (so  . In this case, because of the absence of any 
backward-looking elements and any information about the future values of the disturbances, there 
is no force causing agents to expect the economy to depart from its steady state in the future. That 
is, the fundamental solution has  and  always equal to zero. To see this, note that 

with  =   = 0, equations (3), (7), and (8) simplify to 
 

                                                                                                         (9) 

                                                                                            (10) 

                                                                                                                       (11) 
If (9) (11) describe the behavior of output, inflation, and the real interest rate, then, because 

we are considering the case where the u’s are white noise, the expectations of future output and 
inflation are always zero. (9) (11) therefore represent the fundamental solution to the model in this 
case. These expressions show the effects of the various shocks. A contractionary monetary-policy 
shock raises the real interest rate and lowers output and inflation. A positive shock to private 
aggregate demand raises output and inflation and has no impact on the real interest rate. And an 
unfavorable inflation shock raises inflation but has no other effects. These results are largely 
conventional. The IS shock fails to affect the real interest rate because monetary policy is forward-
looking, and so does not respond to the increases in current output and inflation. The fact that 
monetary policy is forward-looking is also the reason the inflation shock does not spill over to the other 
variables. The key message of this case of the model, however, is that the model, like the baseline real-
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business-cycle model, has no internal propagation mechanisms. Serial correlation in output, inflation, 
and the real interest rate can come only from serial correlation in the driving processes.  

A straightforward way to solve the model in the general case is to use the method of 
undetermined coefficients. Given the model’s linear structure and absence of backward-looking 
behavior, it is reasonable to guess that the endogenous variables are linear functions of the 
disturbances.  
 

Data 
To analyze the trade-off between the output gap and the inflation rate volatility, we used a 

backward-looking model. The data used in the empirical analysis are quarterly and were obtained 
from the National Institute of Statistics (from 2000: 1 to 2020: 4 for Republic of Moldova). We will 
analyze the various models of dynamic price adjustment in a common framework. The framework 
draws heavily on the model of exogenous nominal rigidity and the model of inflation targeting. Time 
is discrete. Each period, imperfectly competitive firms produce output using labor as their only input. 
As in, the production function is one-for-one; thus aggregate output and aggregate labor input are 
equal. The model omits government purchases and international trade, aggregate consumption and 
aggregate output are equal. Households maximize utility, taking the paths of the real wage and the 
real interest rate as given. Firms, which are owned by the households, maximize the present 
discounted value of their profits, subject to constraints on their price-setting (which vary across the 
models we will consider). Finally, a central bank determines the path of the real interest rate through 
its conduct of monetary policy. 

 
Empirical application: Money and Output 
The dimension on which the real-business-cycle view of macroeconomic fluctuations departs 

most fundamentally from traditional views concerns the effects of monetary disturbances. 
A monetary shock, such as a change in the money supply, does not change the economy’s 
technology, agents’ preferences, or the government’s purchases of goods and services; nor does it 
provide news about any of those things. As a result, in models with completely flexible prices, 
including the RBC models of this chapter, its only effect is to change nominal prices; all real 
quantities and relative prices are unaffected. In traditional views of fluctuations, in contrast, 
monetary changes have substantial real effects, and they are often viewed as important sources of 
output movements. Moreover, as we will see in the next two chapters, the same factors that can 
cause monetary disturbances to have significant real effects have important consequences for the 
effects of other disturbances. This discussion suggests that a critical test of pure real-business-cycle 
models is whether monetary disturbances have substantial real effects. Partly for this reason, an 
enormous amount of research has been devoted to trying to determine the effects of monetary 
changes. Since our goal is to test whether monetary changes have real effects, a seemingly obvious 
place to start is to just regress output on money. Such regressions have a long history. One of the 
earliest and most straightforward was carried out by Leonall Andersen and Jerry Jordan of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (Andersen, Jordan, 1968). For that reason, the regression of 
output on money is known as the St. Louis equation. Here we consider an example of the St. Louis 
equation. The left-hand-side variable is the change in the log of real GDP. The main right-hand-
side variable is the change in the log of the money stock, as measured by M2; since any effect of 
money on output may occur with a lag, the contemporaneous and four lagged values are included. 
The regression also includes a constant and a time trend (to account for trends in output and 
money growth). The data are quarterly, and the sample period is 2000 Q1 2020 Q4 (the start date 
is determined by data availability. The end date is chosen to not to omit the enormous financial and 
monetary changes associated with the COVID 19 Recession). 

The results are: 
                                          

(12) 
where the numbers in parentheses are standard errors. 
The sum of the coefficients on the current and four lagged values of the money-growth 

variable is 0.26, with a standard error of 0.10. Thus the estimates suggest that a 1 percent increase 
in the money stock is associated with an increase of 1 % in output over the next year, and the null 
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hypothesis of no association is rejected at high levels of significance. Does this regression, then, 
provide important evidence in support of monetary over real theories of fluctuations? The answer 
is no. There are several basic problems with a regression like this one. First, causation may run 
from output to money rather than from money to output. A simple story, formalized by King and 
Plosser (1984), is that when firms plan to increase production, they increase their money holdings 
because they will need to purchase more intermediate inputs. Similarly, households may increase 
their money holdings when they plan to increase their purchases. Aggregate measures of the money 
stock, such as M2, are not set directly by the National Bank of Moldova but are determined by the 
interaction of the supply of high-powered money with the behavior of the banking system and the 
public. Thus shifts in money demand stemming from changes in firms’ and households’ production 
plans can lead to changes in the money stock. As a result, we may see changes in the money stock 
in advance of output movements even if the changes in money are not causing the output 
movements. The second and even more severe problem with the St. Louis equation involves the 
determinants of monetary policy. Suppose the National Bank of Moldova adjusts the money stock 
to try to offset other factors that influence aggregate output. Then if monetary changes have real 
effects and the NBM’s efforts to stabilize the economy are successful, we will observe fluctuations 
in money without movements in output. Thus, just as we cannot conclude from the positive 
correlation between money and output that money causes output, if we fail to observe such a 
correlation we cannot conclude that money does not cause output. A more prosaic difficulty with the 
St. Louis equation is that there have been large shifts in the demand for money over this period. At least 
some of the shifts are probably due to financial innovation and deregulation, but their causes are not 
entirely understood. Models with sticky prices predict that if the NBM does not adjust the money 
supply fully in response to these disturbances, there will be a negative relationship between money and 
output. A positive money demand shock, for example, will increase the money stock but increase the 
interest rate and reduce output. And even if the NBM accommodates the shifts, the fact that they are so 
large may cause a few observations to have a disproportionate effect on the results. 

As a result of the money demand shifts, the estimated relationship between money and 
output is sensitive to such matters as the sample period and the measure of money. For example, if 
equation (12) is estimated using M1 in place of M2, or if it is estimated over a somewhat different 
sample period, the results change considerably. Because of these difficulties, regressions like (12) 
are of little value in determining the effects of monetary changes on output. 

 
3. Conclusion 
The central assumption of the models we have been analyzing is that there is some kind of 

barrier to complete price adjustment at the level of individual firms. It is therefore natural to 
investigate pricing policies at the microeconomic level. By doing so, we can hope to learn whether 
there are barriers to price adjustment and, if so, what form they take. The microeconomics of price 
adjustment have been investigated by many authors. The broadest studies of price adjustment in 
the Moldova are the survey of National Bureau of Statistics (NBS). Blinder (1998) and Nakamura 
and Steinsson (2008) analyses show that the average interval between price changes for 
intermediate goods is about a year. In contrast, Klenow and Kryvtsov (2008) analyses find that the 
typical period between price changes for final goods and services is only about 4 months. 
The baseline new Keynesian model has considerable appeal. It is elegant and tractable, built up 
from microeconomic foundations, incorporates nominal rigidity and intertemporal optimization, 
and can easily be related to traditional Keynesian ideas. But those features do not ensure that it 
provides a useful guide to the behavior of actual economies. We have already seen that it lacks any 
mechanism that causes shocks to have persistent effects, and that the implications of the new 
Keynesian Phillips curve for the costs of disinflation are the opposite of conventional wisdom and 
of some empirical evidence. In addition, we will see in the next chapter that the evidence about 
consumption behavior does not support the assumption of full intertemporal optimization 
underlying the new Keynesian IS curve. More generally, the model’s strong forward-looking 
elements and complete absence of backward-looking components mean that it implies that the 
economy’s response to shocks is often immediate and strong. An experiment that shows the 
model’s limitations starkly is the forward guidance puzzle (Carlstrom et al., 2015; Del Negro et al., 
2015). Consider an economy described by equations (1) (3) where, for simplicity, the shocks are 
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absent. Thus, y, π , and r are zero in all periods. Because r and π are zero, the nominal interest rate 
is zero as well. 
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Appendix I: Case of Rational Expectations 
The bulk of the appendix I extends the analysis of the microeconomic foundations of 

incomplete nominal flexibility to dynamic settings. This material vividly illustrates the lack of 
consensus about how best to build a realistic dynamic model of fluctuations: counting generously, 
we will consider seven distinct models of dynamic price adjustment. As we will see, the models 
often have sharply different implications for the macroeconomic consequences of microeconomic 
frictions in price adjustment. This analysis shows the main issues in moving to dynamic models of 
price-setting and illustrates the list of ingredients to choose from, but it does not identify a specific 
‘‘best practice’’ model. In considering dynamic models of price adjustment, it is therefore tempting 
to assume that the only nominal imperfection is that firms must pay a fixed cost each time they 
change their price. There are two reasons not to make this the only case we consider, however. 
First, it is complicated: analyzing models of dynamic optimization with fixed adjustment costs is 
technically challenging and only rarely leads to closed-form solutions. Second, the vision of price-
setters constantly monitoring their prices and standing ready to change them at any moment 
subject only to an unchanging fixed cost may be missing something important. Many prices are 
reviewed on a predetermined schedule and are only rarely changed at other times. For example, 
many wages are reviewed annually; some union contracts specify wages over a three-year period; 
and many companies issue catalogues with prices that are in effect for six months or a year. Thus 
price changes are not purely state dependent (that is, triggered by developments within the 
economy, regardless of the time over which the developments have occurred); they are partly time 
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dependent (that is, triggered by the passage of time). Because time-dependent models are easier, 
we will start with them: the Fischer, or Fischer-Phelps-Taylor, model (Fischer, 1977; Phelps, 
Taylor, 1977); the Taylor model (Taylor, 1979); and the Calvo model (Calvo, 1983). All three models 
posit that prices (or wages) are set by multiperiod contracts or commitments. In each period, 
the contracts governing some fraction of prices expire and must be renewed; expiration is 
determined by the passage of time, not economic developments. The central result of the models is 
that multiperiod contracts lead to gradual adjustment of the price level to nominal disturbances. 
As a result, aggregate demand disturbances have persistent real effects. The Taylor and Calvo 
models differ from the Fischer model in one important respect. The Fischer model assumes that 
prices are predetermined but not fixed. That is, when a multiperiod contract sets prices for several 
periods, it can specify a different price for each period. In the Taylor and Calvo models, in contrast, 
prices are fixed: a contract must specify the same price each period it is in effect. The difference 
between the Taylor and Calvo models is smaller. In the Taylor model, opportunities to change 
prices arrive deterministically, and each price is in effect for the same number of periods. In the 
Calvo model, opportunities to change prices arrive randomly, and so the number of periods a price 
is in effect is stochastic. In keeping with the assumption of time-dependence rather than state-
dependence, the stochastic process governing price changes operates independently of other 
factors affecting the economy. The qualitative implications of the Calvo model are the same as 
those of the Taylor model. Its appeal is that it yields simpler inflation dynamics than the Taylor 
model, and so is easier to embed in larger models. There are two differences between the models. 
First, money growth is always positive in the Caplin-Spulber model, while the version of the 
Danziger-Golosov-Lucas model we will consider assumes no trend money growth. Second, the 
Caplin-Spulber model assumes no firm-specific shocks, while the Danziger-Golosov-Lucas model 
includes them.  

In the paper before, we discussed elements of other DSGE models with monetary non-
neutrality. Because of the models’ complexity and the lack of agreement about their key 
ingredients, however, it stops short of analyzing other fully specified models. Instead of just 
mechanically extrapolating the past into the future, rational households and firms will seek to 
utilize all the relevant information available to them when they form expectations about the future 
state of the economy. In the early 1970s, some macroeconomists took this idea of forward-looking 
expectations to its logical limit by advancing the rational expectations hypothesis (REH)*. 

The rational expectations hypothesis takes the above line of reasoning one step further by 
suggesting that economic agents do not make systematic forecast errors. To be sure, since the 
economy is often hit by stochastic shocks (which were ignored for simplicity in Figure 1) agents 
usually do make mistakes when they try to predict the future state of the economy. In the theory of 
rational expectations, people use all the available information to make the best possible forecasts of 
the economic variables which are relevant to them. Moreover, the available information includes 
information about the structure of the economy. The idea is that, even though in practice the 
layman may not know much about the way the economy works. The economic forecasts produced 
by professional economists are available to the public through the media. So in this way people 
have access to the most competent forecasts of, say, next year's rate of inflation. Economists should 
therefore model the formation of expectations as if people use the relevant economic model to 
predict inflation and other economic variables which are important for their economic decisions. 
In other words, rational expectations are model-consistent expectations: they are identical to the 
forecasts one would make by using the available knowledge of the structure of the economy as 
embodied in the relevant economic models. Another way of putting it is to say that economic 
analysts should not assume that they are smarter than the economic agents whose behaviour they 
are trying to predict. Instead, they should assume that agents form their expectations in accordance 
with the analysts' own description of the economy. If they did not and if the analysts' model is 

                                                 
*
 The rational expectations hypothesis was originally introduced in a microeconomic setting by John Muth, 

'Rational Expectations and the Theory of Price Movements', Econometrica, 29, 1961, pp. 315-335. Later on, 
the REH was introduced into 11acroeconomic theory by Robert E. Lucas, 'Expectations and the Neutrality of 
Money', Journal of Economic Theory, 4, 1972, pp. 103-1 24, and by Thomas J. Sargent, 'Rational 
Expectations, the Real Rate of Interest, and the Natural Rate of Unemployment', Brookings Papers on 
Economic Activity, 2, 1973, pp. 429-472; followed by many others. 
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correct, then agents would be making systematic expectational errors, and presumably this would 
induce them to change the rules of thumb by which they form their expectations until there is no 
discernible systematic pattern in their forecast errors. This idea of rational expectations essentially 
revolutionized macroeconomic theory. The REH is obviously a very strong assumption. It can be 
criticized on theoretical as well as empirical grounds. But before addressing these criticisms, this 
chapter will explain the case for the REH in more detail and derive some of its striking 
implications. Our main purpose is to illustrate the importance of the way expectations are formed. 
In particular, we will show how the effects of macroeconomic stabilization policy may differ 
significantly depending on whether expectations are rational or backward-looking.  

The case against backword-looking expectations. One way of justifying the assumption of 
rational expectations is to examine more carefully the implications of a macro model with 
backward-looking expectations. As we will illustrate in this section, in some circumstances the 
assumption of backward-looking expectations implies that economic agents are implausibly naive. 
Consider the model of aggregate demand and aggregate supply, and suppose for simplicity that 
public spending always stays on trend so that  In the usual notation, our AS-AD model may 
then be restated as follows: 

Goods market equilibrium: 

                                                                                                                    (1) 
Real interest rate:            

                                                                                                                                          (2) 
Price formation:          

                                                                                                                   (3) 
Monetary policy rule:     
                                                                                    (4) 
Expectations:    

                                                                                                                                                  (5) 
Equation  (5)  assumes a  particularly simple form of backward-looking expectations by 

postulating that the expected inflation rate for the current period equals  the  actual inflation rate 
observed during the previous period. We will now illustrate the implications of this assumption of 
'static' expectations by solving the model (1 )- ( 5). For the moment, we will simplify by setting the 
exogenous aggregate demand and supply shock variables equal to their zero mean values,  . 
On this assumption we find by substituting (2), (4) and (5) into (1) that the aggregate demand 
curve may be written as: 

                                                                                              (6) 

while substitution of (5) into (3) yields the aggregate supply curve:  
                                                                                                                          (7) 

Inserting (6) into (7) and rearranging, we obtain the first-order linear difference equation:  

  +                  

                                                                                                 (8) 

which has the solution: 
                                                                                           (9) 

where  is the predetermined initial value of the inflation rate in period 0. Since we see 

from (8) that 0 <  < 1, it follows from (9) that the inflation rate will converge monotonically 

towards its target rate  as t tends to infinity. From (9) we may calculate the inflation forecast 
error, defined as the difference between the actual and the expected inflation rate. Given the 
assumption of static expectations (   the inflation forecast error during the phase of 
adjustment to long-run equilibrium is: 

          

                                                                                                                                       (10) 
Suppose now that at the end of period 0 the government appoints a 'tough' new central bank 

governor who announces a significant reduction in the target inflation rate from the start of period 
1. For concreteness, suppose the inflation target  is reduced from 3 per cent to 0 per cent per 
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year. Using empirically plausible parameter values like = 0.18 and  = 0.878, we may then 
simulate the evolution of the inflation forecast error implied by Eq. (10), assuming that the initial 
inflation rate: n0 was equal to the previous inflation target of 3 per cent. The result of the 
simulation is shown in Figure 1. We see that throughout the period of adjustment to the new 
inflation target of 0, the public systematically overestimates the actual rate of inflation. The reason 
for these systematic mistakes in forecasting inflation is that the public mechanically extrapolates 
last period's observed inflation rate into the filture. Thus, even though the central bank is 
determined to bring inflation down by setting a high interest rate as long as , people 
nevertheless continue to believe period after period that next year's inflation rate will be the same 
as this year's. 

 
Fig. 1. The inflation forecast error during a disinflation with static expectations (simulation) 

 
Clearly, this behaviour is not very intelligent, especially not if the new central bank governor 

has publicly announced his determination to kill inflation. Presumably, informed citizens will 
observe or at least gradually learn that the monetary policy regime has changed, and this should 
affect the way they form their expectations of inflation. This is a statement of the case against the 
assumption of backward-looking expectations: if important aspects of the economic environment 
(such as the economic policy regime) change, rational agents are likely to realize that the future 
path of the economy cannot be projected by simply observing how the economy behaved in the 
past. To put it another way, rational economic agents will utilize all relevant information when they 
form their expectations about the future, including information about changes in economic policy 
and other new developments which are likely to influence the course of the economy. According to 
the REH there will be no systematic bias in these forecast errors. For example, sometimes the rate 
of inflation will be overestimated, and sometimes it will be underestimated, but on average people's 
inflation forecasts will be correct. The justification for this assumption is that economic actions 
based on erroneous expectations cause losses of profits and utility, and hence agents have an 
incentive to minimize their forecast errors. If the forecast errors revealed a systematic pattern such 
as persistent overestimation or underestimation, rational agents should be able to detect this 
pattern and would have an incentive to revise their methods of expectations formation to weed out 
systematic biases in their guesses about the future. In an uncertain environment the economic 
variables about which agents form their expectations may be seen as stochastic variables. In such a 
setting we may formalize the hypothesis of rational expectations by saying that the subjective 

expectation of some economic variable  for time t,  is equal to the objective mathematical 

expectation of , conditional on all available information at the time the expectation is formed. 
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Thus, if the expectation for period t is formed at the end of period t - 1. the expected value of  for 
period t is: 

                                                                                                                                (11) 

Where E[.] is the mathematical expectations operator, and is the information set 

available to the agent at the end of period t-1. Hence  is the mean value of the 
stochastic economic variable X for period t, calculated at the end of period t - 1 using all the 
information available at that time. 

 
Appendix II: Pollution and Climate Change 

In context of IS-LM framework, it is possible that our attempts to interpret the scientific 
evidence and estimate the likely welfare effects are far from the mark. There appear to be two main 
considerations that could lend support to much stronger views of the costs of climate change and 
the value of measures to address it. The first is tail risks (or tipping points) that is, the perhaps 
small chance that outcomes will be vastly worse than the point estimates. Nordhaus (2013) tries to 
account for uncertainty and concludes that it does not greatly change his conclusions; one reason is 
simply that just as outcomes could be worse than his point estimates, they could also be better. 
Likewise, Greenstone, Kopits, and Wolverton (2013) find that there are alternative assumptions 
that lead to, say, a doubling of the estimated social cost of carbon, but that it is hard to make a case 
for estimates that are qualitatively different from their baseline. In contrast, Weitzman (2009) 
argues that tail risks fundamentally change the analysis of climate change and support much more 
dramatic policy changes. 

The second important issue is the appropriate discount rate: even small changes in the 
discount rate have very large effects on analyses of policies that involve costs today in exchange for 
benefits extending decades into the future. And with a sufficiently low discount rate, impacts at 
horizons beyond the 50 to 100 years usually examined in analyses of climate change could have 
large effects on the conclusions. A good introduction to the question of how to discount the costs 
and benefits of actions to mitigate climate change is the debate between Nordhaus (2007) and 
Stern (2008). Despite these complications, the fact remains that most (though certainly not all) 
economists who have studied climate change seriously, even ones whose initial positions were very 
sympathetic with environmental concerns, have concluded that the impact of climate change on 
growth is likely to be no more than moderate. Finally, it is important to remember that climate 
change is not the only type of pollution. Indeed, using an approach similar to his analysis of climate 
change, Nordhaus (1992) estimates that the welfare costs of the externalities from other types of 
pollution are probably slightly larger than those from climate change; his point estimate is that 
they are lowering appropriately measured annual growth by roughly 0.04 percentage points. Thus, 
policy-makers and concerned citizens should not lose sight of more conventional types of pollution. 

 
Appendix III: Social Infrastructure 

The analysis in the previous section tells us about the roles of policy stabilization in the light 
of cross-country income differences. We would like to go deeper and investigate the determinants 
of these sources of income differences. A leading candidate hypothesis is that differences in these 
determinants of income stem largely from differences in what Hall and Jones (1999) call social 
infrastructure. By social infrastructure, Hall and Jones mean institutions and policies that align 
private and social returns to activities. There is a tremendous range of activities where private and 
social returns may differ. They fall into two main categories. The first consists of various types of 
investment. If an individual engages in conventional saving, acquires education, or devotes 
resources to R&D, his or her private returns are likely to fall short of the social returns because of 
taxation, expropriation, crime, externalities, and so on. The second category consists of activities 
intended for the individual’s current benefit. An individual can attempt to increase his or her 
current income through either production or diversion. Production refers to activities that increase 
the economy’s total output at a point in time. There are many different aspects of social 
infrastructure. It is useful to divide them into three groups. The first group consists of features of 
the government’s fiscal policy. For example, the tax treatment of investment and marginal tax rates 
on labor income directly affect relationships between private and social returns. Only slightly more 
subtly, high tax rates induce such forms of rent-seeking as devoting resources to tax evasion and 
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working in the underground economy despite its relative inefficiency. The second group of 
institutions and policies that make up social infrastructure consists of factors that determine the 
environment that private decisions are made in. If crime is unchecked or there is civil war or 
foreign invasion, private rewards to investment and to activities that raise overall output are low. 
At a more mundane level, if contracts are not enforced or the courts’ interpretation of them is 
unpredictable, long-term investment projects are unattractive. Similarly, competition, with its 
rewards for activities that increase overall output, is more likely when the government allows free 
trade and limits monopoly power. The final group of institutions and policies that constitute social 
infrastructure are ones that affect the extent of rent-seeking activities by the government itself. 
As Hall and Jones stress, although well-designed government policies can be an important source 
of beneficial social infrastructure, the government can be a major rent-seeker. Government 
expropriation, the solicitation of bribes, and the doling out of benefits in response to lobbying or to 
actions that benefit government officials can be important forms of rent-seeking. Because social 
infrastructure has many dimensions, poor social infrastructure takes many forms. There can be 
Stalinist central planning where property rights and economic incentives are minimal. There can 
be ‘‘kleptocracy’’ an economy run by an oligarchy or a dictatorship whose main interest is personal 
enrichment and preservation of power, and which relies on expropriation and corruption. There 
can be near-anarchy, where property and lives are extremely insecure. And so on. One way to move 
beyond the view that social infrastructure is important is to be more specific about what features of 
it matter. Ideally, we could identify a specific subset of institutions and policies that are critical to 
cross-country income differences, or provide a list of different elements of social infrastructure 
with weights attached to each one. Our current knowledge does not come close to this ideal. 
Rather, research is actively considering a range of features of social infrastructure. For example, 
Glaeser, La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, and Shleifer (2004) and, especially, Jones and Olken (2005) 
ask whether ‘‘policies’’ defined as features of social infrastructure that can be changed by a 
country’s leaders, with no change in the institutions that determine how leaders are chosen or how 
they exercise their power are important to growth. Another line of work examines whether 
institutional constraints on executive power are important to economic performance. North (1981) 
argues that they are critical, while Glaeser, La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, and Shleifer argue that they 
are of little importance. Many other papers (and many informal arguments) single out specific 
features of social infrastructure and argue that they are particularly important. Examples include 
the security of property rights, political stability, market orientation, and lack of corruption. 
Unfortunately, obtaining persuasive evidence about the effects of a specific aspect of social 
infrastructure is very hard. Countries that perform well on one measure of social infrastructure 
tend to do well on others. Thus a cross-country regression of income on a specific feature of social 
infrastructure is subject to potentially severe omitted-variable bias: the right-hand-side variable is 
likely to be correlated not just with determinants of income other than social infrastructure, but 
also with other elements of social infrastructure. And because social infrastructure is multifaceted 
and hard to measure, we cannot simply control for those other elements. In the absence of a way to 
comprehensively analyze the effects of each component of social infrastructure, researchers search 
for tools that provide insights into the roles of particular components. The work of Jones and Olken 
on policies is an excellent example of this approach. Their strategy is to look at what happens to 
growth in the wake of essentially random deaths of leaders from accident or disease. One would 
expect such deaths to result in changes in policies, but generally not in institutions. Thus asking 
whether growth rates change unusually (in either direction) provides a test of whether policies are 
important. Jones and Olken find strong evidence of such changes.  
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Appendix III: Variables and Parameters 
 
Table 1. Variables 

 
 Endogenous variables Exogenous variables 
1.   

2.   
3.   

4.   

5.   
6.   
 
Table 2. List of parameters 

 
The model parameters are given below (description on the right): 

 

Intercept (weight) of Interest rate 

 Intercept (weight) of Expected inflation 

 Intercept (weight) of Production (output) 

 Intercept (weight) of Expected inflation 

 Intercept (weight) of Monetary policy, inflation and IS 

 
Table 3. Time Series Forecasting for IS-LM Specification Model 
for the Republic of Moldova economy 
 

Year Interest 
rate 

Inflation 
rate 

Economic 
Growth  
(Production 
output, 
constant 
prices, bln 
MDL) 

Unemployment 
rate 

Exchange 
rate 

2025* 1.7 4.3 102516028 3.8 18.75 
2024* 1.6 4.7 98971267 3.9 18.37 
2023* 1.8 4.9 95397816 3.9 18.21 
2022* 2.0 4.1 95163413 4.0 17.77 
2021* 2.0 1.0 90898440 4.0 17.18 
2020 3.3 3.8 90375990 3.8 17.32 
2019 6.8 4.9 87383203 5.1 17.57 
2018 6.5 3.0 87008990 3.0 16.80 
2017 8.0 6.5 85575492 4.1 18.49 
2016 12.8 6.5 83386768 4.2 19.92 
2015 16.3 9.6 80988475 5.0 18.80 
2014 3.6 5.0 76784875 3.8 14.03 
2013 3.8 4.7 76608053 5.2 12.58 
2012 5.0 4.7 76221744 5.6 12.11 
2011 8.7 7.6 72427406 6.7 11.73 
2010 6.8 7.4 71885473 7.5 12.36 
2009 8.7 0.0 71400254 6.4 11.11 
2008 16.7 13.0 67123674 4.0 10.39 
2007 14.5 12.1 66210916 5.1 12.14 
2006 12.8 12.8 64283423 7.6 13.13 
2005 12.8 11.8 61348128 7.3 12.59 
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2004 14.3 12.5 57067285 8.2 12.32 
2003 12.3 11.6 53153450 8.0 13.94 
2002 11.4 5.3 49851598 6.8 13.57 
2001 18.3 9.9 46240392 7.2 12.86 
2000 21.0 31.8 43564887 8.5 12.43 

Source: statistica.md (National Bureau of Statistics); own calculations information with asterisk 
represent forecasted data 
Software: Matlab R2020b 
 
Table 4. Granger Causality Specification 
 

 
X does not Granger 
Cause X  

Y Y Y Y Y 
CPI YER STN EXR URX 

X CPI  F-Statisic 
(2.30941) 
Prob 
(0.1062) 

F-Statisic 
(1.85025) 
Prob 
(0.1641) 

F-Statisic 
(3.03215) 
Prob 
(0.0540) 

F-Statisic 
(0.55342) 
Prob 
(0.5772) 

X YER F-Statisic 
(2.29683) 
Prob 
(0.1074) 

 F-Statisic 
(1.19100) 
Prob 
(0.3095) 

F-Statisic 
(3.23244) 
Prob 
(0.0449) 

F-Statisic 
(1.34637) 
Prob 
(0.2662) 

X STN F-Statisic 
(2.58508) 
Prob 
(0.0819) 

F-Statisic 
(3.67271) 
Prob 
(0.0300) 

 F-Statisic 
(2.51864) 
Prob 
(0.0872) 

F-Statisic 
(0.84039) 
Prob 
(0.4355) 

X EXR F-Statisic 
(0.65924) 
Prob 
(0.5201) 

F-Statisic 
(4.83200) 
Prob 
(0.0105) 

F-Statisic 
(0.26365) 
Prob 
(0.7689) 

 F-Statisic 
(3.42024) 
Prob 
(0.0378) 

X URX F-Statisic 
(3.38257) 
Prob 
(0.0391) 

F-Statisic 
(5.40084) 
Prob 
(0.0064) 

F-Statisic 
(1.36608) 
Prob 
(0.2612) 

F-Statisic 
(3.30923) 
Prob 
(0.0418) 
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the inflation rate between 2000−2020 in the Republic of Moldova 

 

 
Fig. 3. Evolution of the exchange rate between 2000−2020 in the Republic of Moldova 
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the short term (3 months) interest rate between 2000−2020 
in the Republic of Moldova 

 

 
Fig. 5. Evolution of the unemployment rate between 2000−2020 in the Republic of Moldova 
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0  
Fig. 6. Evolution of the national GDP (output) between 2000−2020 in the Republic of Moldova 
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Impact of Inventory Management on the Profitability of Low Technology Industry: 
Case of Furniture Manufacturing Industry in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
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Abstract 
Considering the significant effect of the furniture manufacturing sector on B&H economy, 

this research provides an important insight into the investigation of the relationship between the 
inventory management and the financial performance. This study was conducted on the Bosnian 
market and targeted a sample of 128 furniture manufacturing firms. Multiple regression analysis is 
applied in SPSS software using the audited financial statements for five years period (2014−2018). 
It can be concluded that the results of this research are supporting hypothesis and that there is a 
positive relationship between efficient inventory management and the furniture manufacturing 
industry's profitability. Contributions can be observed from the empirical aspect, as well as for 
companies in transition countries, where the paper determines the impact of liquidity on the level 
of profitability based on hypothesis testing and the conclusions reached can serve as guidelines for 
future analyzes of the level of profitability. 

Keywords: manufacturing, furniture, WCC, inventory management, profitability. 
 
1. Introduction 
Does proper inventory management have a direct impact on the profitability of the company? 

If the previous is true for most industries, will the same hold true for a low technology sector such 
as the furniture manufacturing industry? The main purpose of establishing any business entity is to 
gain profit from its operations. The company sets certain aims and objectives of their operations 
that they want to meet, but achieving those goals is impossible without profit. The profitability of 
every company relies on the ability to handle receivables, inventories, and payables effectively. This 
is critical both from the point of view of liquidity and profitability. Where there is weak 
management of working capital, the funds can needlessly be tied up in unused cash. This would 
reduce the company's value, and the company will still not invest in profitable assets such as plant 
and equipment. It would affect the sustainability of the company. It has been shown that, in most 
situations, unnecessary funds are connected to inventories, which is one of the main elements of 
current assets. It is, therefore, necessary to handle inventories effectively to prevent excessive 
expenditure. A business that neglects inventory management may have to face severe long-term 
sustainability issues and will not succeed. A business can reduce the amount of inventory with the 
assistance of improved inventory management. Financial theory and practice have developed many 
models for monitoring financial indicators, and thus such models have gained importance for their 
use. Namely, based on various data and indicators, the management wants to make the right 
decisions about investing, financing, and savings. This applies to all branches of the economy, 
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including the furniture manufacturing industry. Inventory management attracts huge attention 
from both researchers in the academy and the industries themselves who have realized the 
importance of this aspect of successful working capital management. Therefore, it is also evident 
that significant funds are invested in researching the various impacts of control of the inventories 
on the firms' accounting statements. Inventory is among the most precious assets that one firm can 
own since the inventory's efficient turnover generates most of a company’s revenue, which 
ultimately leads to profit-making. The administration of inventories that must be specifically 
connected to their forms for several purposes is a manufacturing organization's fundamental 
logistic functions. The goal of maintaining stocks and WIP (working-in-progress) materials is to 
secure that circular production practices, economies of scale, and uncertainties associated with the 
frequency and scheduling volatility of deliveries are preserved and minimize seasonal effect 
fluctuations on production and availability. On the other hand, to ensure continuity in sales, 
finished products are held in stock; inability to do so causes reduced revenues and hurts the firm's 
fame and strategic place. 

A successful inventory management strategy's fundamental goal is to provide the highest 
available customer experience under the constraints of the lowest realistic inventory costs. Good 
service is the product of buying the correct products and amount of stock at the right time. Having 
these right decisions rapidly increases productivity and sustainability by forecasting potential 
demand and growing economic holdings. Reducing the amount of stock kept at any given time has 
a massive effect on the capital investment that the company has to make. However, this must be 
weighed against the need to preserve customer loyalty by the supply of stock. This analysis is 
primarily intended to examine the inventory scale in the selected companies of the B&H furniture 
manufacturing industry, the structure and distribution of those inventories, and to assess the 
essence of the link between the transfer cycle and the financial performance of the company. 
The purpose of this research is to answer the next research question: What is the importance of the 
successful management of inventory? Is there a relationship between efficient inventory 
management and profitability of the furniture manufacturing industry in Bosnia and Herzegovina? 
This research paper's main contributions are to examine the relationship between inventory 
management and the profitability of furniture manufacturing industries in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. Also, contributions can be observed from the empirical aspect for furniture 
manufacturing industries in Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as for companies in other transition 
countries, where the paper determines the impact of liquidity on the level of profitability based on 
hypothesis testing and the conclusions reached can serve as guidelines for future analyzes of the 
level of profitability. This study was conducted on the market of Bosnia and Herzegovina and 
targeted furniture manufacturing companies. According to the Qualifications of activities in B&H 
(Klasifikacija djelatnosti..., 2020), this group belongs to area C of activity, area 31 Furniture 
production, Branch 31.0. 

 
2. Discussion 
Either overstocking and too little management or under-stocking and too much management 

have always been correlated with the role of inventory management (Sunday, Joseph, 2017). 
Inventory management directly affects revenue by triggering sales and/or reducing expenses 
(Awad, Jayya, 2013). Through the investigation of the literature, it is evident that most of the 
researchers find out that efficient inventory management has a substantial effect on the financial 
results of the business entities. The main focus of previous research is about the productivity of the 
management of working capital and. Moreover, they also pay attention to other elements of the 
WCM, such as accounts payables and accounts receivables (Deloof, 2003; Juan García‐Teruel, 
Martínez‐Solano, 2007). However, it is evident that researchers pay less attention to causal 
relationships between profitability and successful inventory management; they do that by 
researching the overall working capital management. Although most find that extending the days 
of stock ratios has a detrimental impact on financial performance (Cannon, 2008; Koumanakos, 
2008; Capkun et al., 2009; Obermaier, Donhauser, 2009; Eroglu, Hofer, 2011), few of them do not 
confirm or find the connection ambiguous (Vastag, Whybark, 2005; Karim et al., 2018). What is 
also evident is that investigations of the relationship between the inventory and profitability mostly 
include total inventories while failing to understand their structure. As stated by (Eroglu, Hofer, 
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2011), the impacts of aggregated inventories' financial results are the aggregation of the impacts of 
distinct inventory categories. So it can be concluded that it is important to examine the effect of 
each inventory category individually and whole stocks. As this sector is internationally recognized 
as the 'growth engine, a competitive and rising manufacturing sector is crucial for growth (Meyer, 
Hassan, 2020). The wood industry has the greatest tradition of all in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and 
the results it records rank it at the very top of the B&H economy. Its potential is huge, and judging 
by the latest trends, it could mark the coming years. In Bosnia and Herzegovina, more than 
1,400 active companies in this industry employ more than 30,000 workers with the lowest staff 
turnover. According to statistics, the category of wood and wood products has the largest foreign 
trade surplus. Apart from the fact that the wood industry of B&H has a decades-long tradition and 
is the oldest industry, and that it is traditionally export-oriented and environmentally friendly, it is 
important to emphasize that the development of the wood industry in B&H is based on the use of 
domestic resources and experts. Of particular importance is attracting investment in the wood 
processing sector and strengthening the competitiveness and productivity of wood industry 
companies. It must be emphasized with special respect that the industry has selfless help from the 
Foreign Trade Chamber of B&H. They actively communicate within the sector through the 
association of the wood processing industry. Also, the practice has shown that furniture designers 
from B&H are side by side with world designers, and there is a huge potential in this segment. 

 
Research methodology 
The specifics of the approach used to analyze the association between successful inventory 

management and profitability are described in this chapter. The chapter contains information on 
the research sample, variables, research hypothesis, and data analysis sections.  For this research, 
a sample of 128 furniture manufacturing companies (out of 352) has been selected. The selection 
was based on the availability of the financial data for the period of 2014−2018. Based on that 
sample, data for five years, 2014−2018, will be analyzed using secondary sources (audited financial 
statements). Editing, classification, and tabulation of financial data obtained from the above-
mentioned sources have been carried out in compliance with the research requirements.  
The major variables used to research the effects of efficient management of the inventory on B&H 
furniture production companies include the Inventory turnover in days (ITID), net operating 
profitability (NOP), Current ratio (CR), Size of the company (Sales), and Sale growth ratio (SGR). 
The independent variable is the Inventory turnover in days (ITID), and the dependent variable is 
the Net operating profitability (NOP). The remaining variables are control variables. In the 
following table, followed by a description of the relationship, the form, predicted coefficient sign 
and rationale or relationship between variables (dependent and independent), and control 
variables are presented. 
 
Table 1. Main variables and forecasted impact on net operating profitability 
 

Variable Type 
Expected coefficient 

sign 
Rationale 

Inventory turnover in days 
(ITID) 

Independent Negative 
ITID ↑ = NOP ↓ 

Current ratio (CR) Control Positive CR ↑ = NOP ↑ 
Size of the company (S) Control Positive S ↑ = NOP ↑ 

 
Inventory turnover in days can be seen as the average number of days a company needs to 

convert its inventory in sales. According to the previous research in this area, the expected 
relationship between ITID and NOP is negative; if inventory turnover in days comparatively 
decreases over a certain period of time, it will result in higher turnover in sales and an increase in 
NOP. The current ratio represents the company liquidity ratio, which tells the stakeholders in interest 
what the company's ability to close their short term obligations, or specifically those that are due 
within a year. When it comes to the relationship with the dependent variable NOP, the expected 
relationship is positive. This implies that an increase in the firm's CR or liquidity will result in a 
higher NOP. The company's size in this research is represented by the Sales of the company over one 
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accounting year. As stated in the table above, the association among the company size expressed in 
sales and net operating profitability is positive. An increase in S will increase NOP. Based on 
mentioned objectives of this study earlier, the following hypotheses were created: 

H01: There is no relationship between efficient inventory management and profitability of 
the furniture manufacturing industry in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

H11: There is a positive relationship between efficient inventory management and the 
furniture manufacturing industry's profitability in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Firms more efficient in 
managing their inventory are expected to pose a high profitability level and vice versa. 

Estimation technique (Regression analysis) 
Regression analysis is used to conclude a series of random variables Y1, ... , Yn, which depend 

on the independent variable x. Conclusions are made based on a series of paired measurements 
(x1, y1), ... , (xn, yn), where x1, ... , xn values of the independent variable x, and y1, ... , 
yn corresponding values of random variables Y1, ... , Yn. By applying the regression model in the 
SPSS software, the authors will try to present empirical findings on the relationship between ITID 
and NOP of the selected furniture manufacturing companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
To investigate mentioned relationship, a model that is used for regression analysis is generally 
presented as: 

NOP = ʄ (ITID, CR, S) 
As it can be concluded from the equation above, NOP is the dependent variable of this 

research, and it is affected by independent/control variables ITID, CR, S. 
Regression model 
ITID – Inventory turnover in days negatively affects the NOP, meaning that if the number of 

days increases, the NOP decreases and vice versa. In this model, the coefficient is negative (-ce). 
NOP = ɑ0 + ɑ1CRit + ɑ2Sit + ɑ3ITIDit 

Where, ɑ0, ɑ1, ɑ2, ɑ3, ɑ4, and ɑ5 are regression parameters that represent coefficients for the 

independent variables. Furthermore, the “i” means a number of the observations, and “t” equals 

the number of years. 

 
3. Research model 
The conceptual framework is presented in the figure below: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Research model 

 
3. Results and discussion 
Correlation between variables 
Analysis of correlation is used to determine the connection between ITID and NOP used in 

this research model mentioned in the first part of the manuscript to examine the path of the impact 

Inventory 
Turnover in Days 
(ITID) 

Net Operating 
Profitability (NOP) 

 Net Working 
Capital (NWC) 

 Size of the Firm 
(Sales) 
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of ITID on the financial performance of furniture production companies in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. For this purpose, the authors decided to apply the Pearson Correlation coefficient to 
identify the association between ITID and NOP of the selected companies. As mentioned earlier in 
this research, if inventory turnover in days comparatively decreases over a certain period of time, 
it will result in higher turnover in sales and an increase in net operating profitability. The relation 
predicted should therefore be negative. Besides, the relationship between NOP and control 
variables is also determined, and ITID and control variables. This is because alteration in the ITID 
impacts control variables. In the following table, the estimated relationship between the two 
variables along with control variables is presented. 
 

Table 2. Correlation analysis 

 
Correlations 

 NOP IDIT CR S 

NOP Pearson 
Correlation 

1 -.083* .122** .369** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .036 .002 .000 
N 640 640 640 640 

IDIT Pearson 
Correlation 

-.083* 1 -.034 -.119** 

Sig. (2-tailed) .036  .391 .003 
N 640 640 640 640 

CR Pearson 
Correlation 

.122** -.034 1 .028 

Sig. (2-tailed) .002 .391  .479 
N 640 640 640 640 

S Pearson 
Correlation 

.369** -.119** .028 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .003 .479  
N 640 640 640 640 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Source: Data generated by SPSS 
 
Based on the correlation analysis of the variables used in this research, the following 

observations can be noted: 
- The correlation between ITID and NOP is -0.083. This shows that the expected relationship 

between these two variables is per the expected relationship mentioned earlier. The decrease in 
ITID will increase the NOP and vice versa. 

- The correlation between ITID and CR is -0.034. This result means that a decrease in ITID 
will increase CR. 

- The correlation between ITID and S is -0.119. This result means that n decrease of ITID will 
increase S. 

 
Multiple regression analysis 
This section of the research presents empirical findings of the relationship between 

successful inventory management and the profitability of the furniture manufacturing companies 
in Bosnia and Herzegovina. As proved by other reviewed researchers in the literature review, 
the expected relationship between ITID and NOP should be negative. Meaning, that if inventory 
turnover in days decreases over a specific period of time, the net operating profitability should 
increase. When it comes to the control variables, their relationship is also examined, with both 
ITID and NOP, and it is presented in the following tables: 
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Table 3. Multiple regression analysis (ANOVA) 

 
ANOVAb 

Model Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Square 

F Sig. 

1 Regressio
n 

5,708E14 3 2,855E13 37,424 ,000a 

Residual 4,851E14 636 7,628E11   
Total 8,564E13 639    

a. Predictors: (Constant), S, CR, IDIT 
b. Dependent Variable: NOP 
Source: Data generated by SPSS 

 

When it comes to the output result of ANOVA, we can conclude that the displayed probability 
level of significance value is 0.000. The probability (0.000) is much smaller than 0.05, so we can 
conclude that the multiple regression model can be used to predict the net operating profit of the 
furniture manufacturing companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Meaning that ITID (Inventory 
Turnover in Days) has a significant effect on the NOP (Net Operating Profitability). 

Regression SS (Sum of Squares) represents the total of the square of the difference among the 
anticipated value and average value of all the considered data points.  

∑ (ŷ — ӯ)² 
If we take a look at the output result of ANOVA, we can see that the regression SS is 5.70, and 

the total value of Sum of Squares is 8.56, from the mentioned it could be concluded that this 
regression model explains about 5.70/8.56 (approximately 67 %) of all of the variability of this set 
of data. Residual SS (Sum of Squares) can be defined as the sum of the variation in this model's 
dependent variable, unresolved by this specific regression model. 

∑ (y — ŷ)² 
Results of the ANOVA output indicate the value of the Residual SS of 4.85. The regression 

model describes the variation in the data set better if the Residual SS's value is lower. Researchers 
generally like this error to be reduced. 

 

Table 4. Multiple regression analysis (Coefficients) 

 
Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Stand 
Coeffs 

t Sig. 95,0 % Conf Interval for B 

B Std. Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound 

1 (Constant) 49002.280 43550.32
8 

 1.125 .261 -36517.542 134522.101 

IDIT -58.849 60.065 -.036 -.980 .328 -176.800 59.101 

CR 15404.239 5112.824 .110 3.013 .003 5364.181 25444.296 

S .043 .004 .362 9.827 .000 .034 .051 

a. Dependent Variable: NOP 

Source: Data generated by SPSS 
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Based on the SPSS analysis and the results interpreted above, we can conclude that the 
hypothesis of this research is accepted: 

H11: There is a positive relationship between efficient inventory management and the 
furniture manufacturing industry's profitability in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Firms more efficient in 
managing their inventory are expected to pose a high profitability level and vice versa. 

 
4. Conclusion 
Various studies have studied the association between inventory control and businesses of 

different sizes in diverse markets. The findings obtained are very distinct because they are affected 
by both the market in which the corporation exists and its scale. Much of the studies into the 
management of working capital have been done in the most developed countries. In transition and 
post-transition countries, the management of working capital has been insufficiently studied. 
Bosnia and Herzegovina belong to the community of transition countries. As a result, the study is 
not sufficiently open to expanding to other transition and post-transition countries and, 
in particular, not to the region and, thus, to Bosnia and Herzegovina. Based on the research 
performed in this manuscript, it can be inferred that the results of this research applied on the 
ground of Bosnia and Herzegovina and specific furniture manufacturing industries are very similar 
to the previous investigations done in this field. As it was concluded earlier, the relationship 
between the inventory management expressed as ITID (Inventory Turnover in Days) and the firm’s 
profitability expressed as NOP (Net Operating Profitability) is negative. Results stated that a 
decrease in ITID would increase the firm's NOP and vice versa.  

The results of this study are really significant and important to be considered by furniture 
manufacturing firms in Bosnia and Herzegovina because a decrease in the ITID increases the profit 
of these companies by 0.36 %. Moreover, control variables in this study (current ratio & size of the 
firm) implied additional interesting results. The relationship between net operating profitability 
and the current ratio was found to be positive. This result leads to the conclusion that an increase 
in CR will lead to an increase in NOP. In other words, higher liquidity of the furniture 
manufacturing companies will result in higher profitability. And finally, the relation among the 
company size expressed in sales and net operating profitability was positive. An increase in the 
company's size in terms of sales will lead to a 36 % increase in the profitability of the selected 
companies. 
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